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To those attending
the PPS Fall Meeting
Error:The revised PPS
Constitution and By-
Laws distributed at the
recent fall meeting
was not the version
approved by members
at the May 1, 2010
meeting. The correct
file will be printed and
distributed at our
spring meeting. Please
discard the inaccurate
copy you received.
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                P R E S I D E N T S ‘    M E S S A G E S

 Thinking over the past year and one-half, I'd like to thank all the people that
helped to make my experience as President of PPS, Inc. a memorable one. I
especially enjoyed visiting the three other chapters - Cadence Crafters,
Gettysburg Poetry Society, and Keysner Poets. I am most grateful that their
presidents and secretaries continue to contact me with invitations and updates.
The members were very gracious and welcoming, and they shared many ideas
that I have taken back as President to use with my own chapter, Carlisle Poets Workshop. It
would be wonderful if we could continue to collaborate as the years progress. A special debt of
gratitude goes to Wendy Bream, our Treasurer, who was always cheerfully helpful,
knowledgeable, and one step ahead of the game. Also, I could not have made an easy transition
without the assistance of Catherine Hoffman, Connie Trump, DeAnna Spurlock, Ann Copeland,
Steven Concert, Nancy Kline, Richard Lake, Toni Carey, Marilyn Downing and Ann Gasser. It
takes a village. I feel it was a privilege to work with them all, and I appreciate the many dedicated
hours they spent in carrying out their various tasks and attempts to keep me well-informed and
ensure that PPS,Inc. will survive its transitions into the new millennium. Through it all has run the
everflowing stream of ideas and poetry. What a stimulating and beautiful way to live!

     Sincerely,
     Susan Nelson Vernon, Outgoing President, PPS, Inc.

Dear PPS members,

Thanks so much to those who affirmed the PPS slate for new officers to begin their work at the
end of the fall PPS biannual meeting at Allenberry. Clearly, we have much to do to continue the
fine work of our predecessors, particularly Susan Vernon and all those who have worked with her
these past months. How do we continue to strengthen PPS, to keep it relevant, vibrant,
engaging? Discussed among several of us recently is a need to reimagine PPS for the 21st
century, a time when social networks are increasingly established through the web and its ever
extending threads seemingly omnipresent at times. Further, it seems to many of us that our web
presence is a promising avenue to continue membership growth. Ann Gasser, with usual
foresight and the blessing of Richard Lake, created Pennessence, which this month has sixteen
poets offering their insights to readers. Such participation provides evidence of the growing
comfort members experience with the internet as a medium for their poems. Moreover, more and
more of our members are requesting only the Sylvan by e-mail, an action supporting our journey
on the road to the paperless. But becoming paperless is not enough. We need to think carefully
and thoughtfully about how to invigorate the organization so different now from what it was when
it was founded in 1949. We need to find a way to simplify and streamline the work of the
organization so that we require fewer members to do the work to keep the organization alive.
Everyone is so very busy now. Few have the time to volunteer. More and more poets rely on the
web as a meeting place for socializing, unlike the meeting places of our founders who relished
the lunches, teas, and dinner meetings of their time. What are we to do? What are your thoughts
about how to make PPS even better than it is? Which activities offered by PPS are most
important to you? How can we streamline the organization and its work?  Could you please take a
few minutes to write me (deaspur@comcast.net) and offer your ideas for a reimagined PPS. So
many questions, right? We can circulate suggestions for further discussion. What do you think?

    All best wishes,
    DeAnna Spurlock,  Incoming President,  PPS, Inc.
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2.

A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—DeAnna Spurlock, President  Tel.717-258-5243
                      850 West North Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                     E-mail: deaspur@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                        E-mail: wbream@outlook.com

Annual
  Contest—Vicky Fake-Weldon, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-737-5342
                        108 N. 26th Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011

                                                   E-mail: dvweldon51@gmail.com

PEGASUS Contest—David Greene, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                     145 Whiskey Run Road,  Newville, PA  17241
                                    E-mail: greenedark@embarqmail.com
Nominating
Committee—Ann Copeland, Chair  Tel. 570-878-4576
                           68 W. Main Street, Apt. 2,  Landisville,  PA  17538
                                    E-mail:  ampcopeland@gmail.com
General
Correspondence—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

PPS PUBLICATIONS ....PPS distributes hard copies of
“THE SYLVAN”and the NFSPS newsletter STROPHES 4 times a
year to members with no E-mail address and those who
specifically request hard copies. Members on the “Green Team”
or who have stated no preference, will receive copies by E-mail.
“PENNESSENCE,”an online monthly journal of members’ poems
illustrated in color, is sent to members by E-mail only. “The
SYLVAN,” “STROPHES” and “PENNESSENCE” can be found
online at the NFSPS website. To see these, click State Links,
Pennsylvania, Publications. “PRIZE POEMS,” a book of poems
winning in the PPS annual contest, is currently unavailable
online, so this book is “snail-mailed” to all members.

WELCOME, NEW PPS MEMBERS....President – DeAnna Spurlock

Immediate Past President -
 Susan Vernon

Vice President –William W. Vernon 

Immediate Past Vice President -
 Lynn Fetterolf

   Recording Secretary -
 Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian -Toni Carey 

Trustees:

(2020) Susan Vernon -  Chair

(2016) Ann Copeland

(2014) Catherine Hoffman

(2016) Walter Brandenburg

Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  Marilyn Downing

Pegasus Contest
  David Greene - Chair

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
 Vicky Fake-Weldon - Chair

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

SYLVAN Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
 Billy Pennington

 P P S  S T A F F

INA PERLMUTER
CHARLES  J. SCANZELLO
DRAYTON BEECHER  SMITH II
HENRY M. SPOTTSWOOD
DORIS C. SWEARINGEN
LARRY TURNER
KARA J. VALORE

We hope your relationship with PPS, Inc. and other
members is a long and happy one.

FRANK BAUER
MICHAEL BOURGO
LINDA DESROCHERS
KATHERINE HOFFMAN
CARMEN A. MARTUCCI
JENNIFER MC CLELLAND
JANET MC CLELLAND



   CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who is no longer active, and you
   would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

       BLANCHE WHITING KEYSNER,  First President of PPS, Inc.  —by A. Gasser
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Blanche Whiting Keysner, for whom our PPS Chapter "Keysner Poets" is named, was a native of West
Virginia who moved to Harrisburg where she became the first President of PPS, Inc. She was elected at the
organizational meeting which was held on October 21,1949 under the wing of the Pennsylvania Folklore Society
and attended by fourteen people.

Forming Pennsylvania Poetry Society was the brainchild of Colonel Henry W. Shoemaker,  who at that time
was the Director of the State Museum, and his sister Blanche Shoemaker Wagstaff.  Both of them were involved
with the Pennsylvania Folklore Society.

In addition to poetry, Blanche Whiting Keysner was also very interested in legend and folklore. On March
28, 1928 she published a book of verse titled  Etching.  She also wrote material about West Virginia and Kentucky
folklore which was published in  The Kentucky Folklore and Poetry Magazine published in October 1929.  Her book
of poetry, Far Hills of Blue  was published in 1947, and copies are still available on Amazon.com and on online sites
that handle rare books as well as in 22 libraries.  In 1960 she had work included in  Song and Legend from
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.  Blanche served as President of Pennsylvania Poetry Society from 1949-1957.
She died in 1965.    Below are three poems from her book,  Far Hills of Blue.

3.

          IN THE BEGINNING

Architect and Artisan
Shaped the pattern, made the plan:
Cosmic dust and primal urge...
Chaos and creation merge.

Energy to motion stirred
By the breathing of the Word;
Whirling atoms strike a spark
Flaming in primeval dark.

Out of chaos order comes,
Punctual as beat of drums;
Blazing nebulae conspire
Lighting God’s first altar-fire.

Eons and infinites
Place the shining galaxies
Set in courses that endure,
Mathematical and sure.

Gallant stars and nebulae
Wheeling through unfathomed sky,
Waltzing in a stately dance;
Man, the only arrogance.

Puny man alone rebels,
Proudly building little hells.

       WINTER GARDENS

When in frosty winter sky
The silvery Pleiades ride high,
And flower beds are softly hid
Beneath a glistening coverlid;

With garden books, and fancy free,
I weave a magic tapestry
Of lovely bloom, which soon outgrows
My neat suburban garden close.

My grounds expand to hold a rout
Of trellised roses, hedged about
With flowering shrubs, to greet the spring
With joyous, lyric blossoming;

White lilacs breathe from wistful bloom
Nostalgic, bitter-sweet perfume.
A path to summer, half o’ergrown,
With here and there a stepping stone,

Leads to a quaint sundial, set
Among clove pinks and mignonette;
Its slanting shadows eloquent
Of hours in sunny gardens spent:

Here marigolds and hollyhocks,
Blue larkspur, zinnias, four o’clocks,
All dear and homely flowers that be,
Are blent with subtle artistry.

Here comes no drouth nor blight to mar
Where these, my fair dream flowers are.
A gardner with a seedman’s list—
There is no happier optimist!

              ETCHING

I know a hill

where a pine tree perches

On a rocky lege,

in a grove of birches,

Silver birches

that seem to listen

Learning aslant.

Their long trunks glisten

Touched by nature,

the magic tinter,

Pale harp strings

for the winds of winter.

Which swaying,

hold exquisite traces

of delicate twigs,

like filmy laces.

On the amber sky

where sunset lingers,

Hemlocks point

with grave dark fingers

Where gleaming Vega,

pale amethyst,

Keeps, near the zenith,

her ancient tryst.
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    MINDING ONE’S BUSINESS
                   —by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

When asked to tell us her story
reveal some details of her life
she shook her head and said secrets
should not be shared with all and sundry.
It’s best to keep them close to your heart
and guard them with the utmost care

You should be mindful and take care
not to disclose the whole story
because someone with an evil heart
can use it to destroy your life.
It matters little if sundry
details are kept out of secrets.

Why waste time learning others’ secrets?
It can be better spent taking care
of one’s never ending daily sundry
tasks which in themselves can be a story.
No doubt the lady’s views on life
touched a chord in every heart. .

         A LIFE WORTH LIVING
                     —by Maureen Applegate

Why should distress not come into my life?
as if I earned some grand immunity
some pleasing life set free of circumstance -
a status held by such a privileged few
content to sip the cup of ease which when
the draught is gone it fills right up again.

I see how seasons cycle back again -
as blessed tranquil times appear in life
skies seem blue and striving ceases just when
some new stress cracks my frail Immunity -
those times of freedom seem so awfully few
so vulnerable to time and circumstance.

If I should change my view of circumstance
from “one more trial” striking me again -
to opportunities bestowed on few
by which enduring truths are drawn from life -
would not that strengthen my immunity
to fear? To live in “now” not “if” or “when?”

     HORRIBLE CASE…mini-sestina
                        —by Gail Denham

It seemed good to present my case,
even though it tumbled unclear in my mind.
It wasn’t that I needed to press
points that felt sound,
evidence invariably bound to stick,
not flutter useless in the wind.

After, as we all began to unwind,
I picked up the useless briefcase
and discovered something ugly made it stick
to my hand. I told myself I shouldn’t mind
yet my mouth flew open – curses erupted in angry sound.
Cowering at this travesty, I chose not to press.

The word spread to the press
I fled, sped away, bracing against fierce winds.
Trees bent double creaked, groaned. I shuddered at the sound.
My whole being now folded – warped. That horrible case.
I wished it were possible to shut off my mind.
Wicked darts flew –not from storm

                                            –insults that would forever stick.

 WE’RE SLOWING DOWN,
                BUT NOT DEAD YET
                         —by Carol Dee Meeks

We spun our lives in lace like joy’s urbane
but winters’ walk with woes will wane as waste,
‘cause seasons slow physique and strength of bod.
We wove our early years like mild torrents,
then vigor’s force and oomph left us effete.
A slow routine, from offspring we can’t hide.

Our days ahead, from offspring we can’t hide.
The slower pace rends curtains of life’s joy,
and we shake hands with phases of effete.
We rise above the attitude of waste
to smell a rose inside our salty floods.
We follow orders to slow down our age.

We live a life where we slow down our age
but eat junk food, gain pounds we cannot hide,
for extra weight outpours as gush and floods.
Is suave in vane and days of style less joy?
We ponder cash we spend to trim as waste
but wads increase and drive leaves us effete.

         THOUGHTS WHILE CLEANING
                            —by Mark Hudson

At cleaning my apartment I rarely do my best,
(although the occasional maid does it with ease.)
To clean my apartment requires sweat,
and maybe some Zeppelin to appease my ears,
a fed-up attitude on the threshold of getting sick,
and the window blinds drawn to avoid spies.

How many Americans fear drones, or spies?
It’s the goofy news which makes us obsessed!
I don’t always listen—some of it is so sick.
Newscasters make me fearful, ill at ease,
but as I mop I listen with keen ears.
The thought of microphones can make me sweat.

Our culture disrespects the army’s sweat,
its vigilance protecting us from spies.
We do not praise their ready eyes and ears
that keep us safe—that always do their best.
We take for granted they’ll perform with ease,

   be robust, strong, and never ever sick.

Current Challenge
      was to write a

“SEMI-SESTINA”

which is half of a normal
Sestina and written without
an envoy. Choose six words
and number them 1 thru 6
These will repeat at the end
of the lines in each 6 line
stanza, using this pattern:.

   Stanza One—1,2,3,4,5,6

   Stanza Two—6,1,5,2,4,3

   Stanza Three—3,6,4,1,2, 5

            ONE AMONG THE MANY
                             —by Marilyn Downing

How many times I wanted to escape
the pressing noises of the faceless crowds!
Sky-scrapers towered in every view,
loud honking cars and buses rushing past,
as traffic lights controlled all stops and flows
with little room for me to make a choice.

Compelling reasons, not of my own choice,
allowed no avenues for my escape.
Reluctantly, I blended into flows,
surrounded by unnamed and mobile crowds,
I started living present, not the past,
relaxing thoughts for larger city views.

Less lonely after I took in the views
and city's pulse, I made it my own choice
to add these memories to my private past.
No longer desperate to make escape,
The throngs, no longer rushing past,
I moved in pace with New York City crowds,
enjoying sights and sounds and ebbs and flows.

4.



Portrait Poems can also be
self-portraits...In some workshops these are

known as “I am” poems, and they include some
personal information about the poet such as various
factors that make up his or her physical appearance
and relating to what he or she has seen, heard,
touched, etc.  The use of simile is very prevalent in this
type of poem—”eyes that blaze,” “mouth like a yawning
cavern,” “feet that never learned to stand still.” The fun
thing about a “self-portrait” is that the “self” can be
anyone you want it to be—it does not have to be the
real YOU.  You can pretend you are anyone or
anything.  Get inside that person or thing
and put on his or its personna.  Your poem can seem
very valid if you write it in first person—and it is so
much fun! Let your imagination sprout wings and fly!

                         I AM SO COOL!  

I am a snowman watching a bright cardinal with my eyes of coal.
My carrot nose is as stiff and brittle as the icicles hanging from the end of the lift.
Some brash prankster has pinched my tall silk hat and left me
wearing a silly stocking cap. I suspect he was trying to impress the ski-bunny blonde
in the bright pink parka making eyes at the energetic Olympic-hopeful warming up for his
daily run down the hill. No wonder Puck said, "What fools these mortals be!"
I don't mind them much except when they get too playful, throw snowballs,
knocking pieces out of me.  But that's a snowman's life!
Usually someone patches me up, and if I am lucky I will be here till spring.
The thought of melting does not scare me, it will just be a metamorphosis--
I will be part of the run-off that eventually reaches the sea.
I can feel those warm rays of sun--"Beam me up, Scotty!"
Before I know it I will be condensing, freezing,  falling--flaky again,
then rolled and mitten-patted, hand-sculpted, ready for another winter on this slope
or maybe somewhere else--who knows?
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Deadline for next challenge is:

RECEIVED AND IN-HAND

        BY January 1, 2015

  E-mail (in body of message—

   no attachments PLEASE)—

    to aubadeg@verizon.net
or snail-mail to:

       Ann Gasser

   801 Spruce Street,

   West Reading, PA

        19611-1448

You  need only one copy)

and please mark your poem

         or envelope

   “CHALLENGE POEM”

For our next challenge—a “Portrait” poem:

Let’s see how proficient you can be in painting a portrait of someone with words.  Write a poem of 20 lines or
less in any form about someone, using imagery to describe them.  Human beings are often compared to animals
either in a complimentary way or otherwise.  We may say someone is a “pussycat” or a “pitbull” or a “jackass” or
we may compare them to an inanimate object like a “stonewall,” a “tornado,” or a “rose.”  Use your imagination
as you think of someone you know or make up an imaginary person. Make your reader know your subject and
how you feel or how you once felt about the person whose portrait you are painting with words.  If you were to
enter a “portrait poem” in a contest, the quality that would probably impress the judge the most would be the
passion he can sense when reading it.  Does it stir some feeling in the reader?  Or does it make him say, “So
what?” It really doesn’t matter whether you are writing about “Grandma” or a famous person you think is
despicable,  make your reader feel your passion! Use extraordinary words and images to make your poem a cut
above the ordinary “portrait poem.”  My sample is a Shakespearean sonnet,  but you can write whatever form
you like.

5.

      MEMORIES OF A VOLCANO

Like lava, he is cooled and hardened now,
but porous still--pockmarked by memories.
Once he was molten magma that somehow
spewed out in fiery blasts to stir wild seas.
Incendiary forces would ignite
and soon hot lava scalded everyone
within his path.  He was so tense, uptight,
and blew his top, then tried to run
away from his despair, but molten rage
had hissed and boiled his seething spirit bare.
He watched the vapor from his searing cage
and felt its heat, its fouling sulphur air.
His white hot furnace burned, enveloped me,
I was a prisoner aching to be free.



DON’T FORGET OUR 2015 PPS ANNUAL CONTEST....
is now open to receive entries.  Deadline is January 15th.  If you do not have a brochure, you can
download a copy from the NFSPS/PPS website or mail request and an SASE to
                             A. Gasser,  801 Spruce St. West Reading, PA 19611-1448

OTHER CONTESTS... Most states in NFSPS sponsor annual contests. You can access this
information by Googling the NFSPS site and clicking on “State Links.”Choose a state and click
“Contests.”

For exanple, MISSOURI Poetry Society has a Winter Contest with a deadline of February 15th.
Line limit of poems is 40 lines and poems may be published if the poet retains rights to the poem.
There are 4 categories open to all poets: 1. Rhymed verse or blank verse (unrhymed iambic
pentameter)  2. Free verse  3. Humorous verse  4. Any form, winter subject.  Poets may enter each
category as many times as they wish.  Non-member entry fee is $2.00 per poem.
Format:

Submit two copies of each entry, category number and category name in upper left-hand corner of
both copies, poet's name and address in upper right-hand corner of one copy. If you are a member,
put "Missouri State Poetry Society" below your address. Put "Non-member" if you are not. Note that
there are special rules for student submissions.

Make money order or check payable to MSPS and mail to Bill Lower,   21010 S. Hwy 245,

6.
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NEWS OF PPS MEMBERS....

CONTEST WINS BY PPS MEMBERS...........................

     Dory Maguire won 1HM in Category #29 of the NFSPS Contest
Ann Gasser won 1st in Indiana’s September-October Contest

PPS Winners In the INDIANA FALL RENDEZVOUS CONTEST
        (Category number listed first, followed by rank)

BARBARA BLANKS 1-7,3-5,4-3,7-2,10-4,12-6,16-6,21-4,22-7,27-4
GAIL DENHAM 1-4, 22-6
DORIS DI SAVINO  1-2,13-6, 25-4
CHARLES K. FIRMAGE 2-7, 8-5, 9-3,
ANN GASSER 5-7, 6-2, 15-1, 17-7
SARA GIPSON 18-3,19-7, 20-6, 25-2, 27-6
JERRI HARDESTY 1-6, 9-2
MEG EDEN KUYATT 26-5
CATHERINE M. MORAN 11-5,15-6, 22-3, 28-5
JEANI M. PICKLESIMER 4-1, 5-3,9-5,10-3, 15-5,18-1,22-5, 24-2
DALENE STULL 16-4
JEAN SYED 10-1

KEYSNER POETS
      PUBLISH
   ANTHOLOGY
of poetry by 14 chapter
members.  Title of the book
is “WORDS WITH WINGS,”
and the contents are
eclectic, including poetry on
many subjects in various
styles so there is something
for every reader to enjoy!
Preparation of the book was
done by Vicki Fake-Weldon,
Linda Darkes, and  Marilyn
Downing. Copies
are available for $6.00 in
hand or plus postage by
mail.       E-mail
   mmdowning1@verizon.net
           for details.  
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  APPLICATION or RENEWAL TO MEMBERSHIP IN PPS,
INC.

Please Check ONE:    I am a renewing member $18.00 ____       I am a new member  $18.00____

Check here ___to be a PATRON member by donating $25.00 or more plus $18.00 annual dues.
                                                                                            ( list amt. of your donation)__________

  Name _______________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________________________________

                 _____________________________________________  Phone: (      )____________________

          E-Mail Address____________________________   I will be on the “Green Team”_____

                                                                             Or—  I would prefer Hard copies of the SYLVAN____

               Despite our continuing committment to a Going Green policy, we will make a membership card
               available if you need  one.

               Check here ____to receive a membership card..

Make checks payable to PPS, Inc. marked "Dues" or "Patron" and mail to:

Wendy Bream, Treasurer
             114 South Bedford Street,

MAUREEN BAPPLEGATE
SANDRA L. BAILEY
PAMELA BARNEY
MARK BARTON
FRANK BAUER
ISOBEL H. BEASTON
BARBARA BLANKS
MICHAEL BOURGO
WALTER BRANDENBERG
JANET BURGENTS
JOAN CAMPBELL
TONI CAREY
CAROL CLARK
STEVEN G CONCERT
ANN COPELAND
JEANNETTE CROPPER
EILEEN D'ANGELO
LINDA DARKES
GAIL DENHAM

LINDA DESROCHERS
DORIS DI SAVINO
MARILYN DOWNING
LYNN FETTEROLF
ANN GASSER
NIKI GIONTA
ROSEMARY GOODWIN
CATHERINE  A HOFFMAN
BYRON HOOT
MARK HUDSON
IMOGENE HUNT
DENISE JACKSON
E. JEANKISHBAUGH
NANCY HENRY KLINE
SANDRA ANN KOLINOFSKY
MEG EDEN KUYATT
RICHARD T. LAKE
JANET LOHR
DORY R. MAGUIRE

EMILIANO MARTIN
CARMEN A. MARTUCCI
BETTE J. MC CLELLAND
JANET MC CLELLAND
JENNIFER MC CLELLAND
PHILIP P. MC DONALD
LOUISA G. MC QUILLEN
MARIE-LOUISE MEYERS
BRENDA MILLER
JACQUELINE MOFFETT
CATHERINE M. MORAN
INA PERLMUTER
JEANI M. PICKLESIMER
SANDRA POLVINALE
PRABHA PRABHU
SUSANNA ROMA
CHARLES  J. SCANZELLO
DRAYTON BEECHER SMITH II

ANNE PIERRE SPANGLER
DE ANNA SPURLOCK
SHIRLEY S. STEVENS
DALENE STULL
DORIS C. SWEARINGEN
MARY R. TRITCH
CONSTANCE TRUMP
LARRY TURNER
KARA J.VALORE
GERI VENTURA
SUSAN N. VERNON
WILLIAM W. VERNON
MARILYN VONDERHEIDEN
VICKI FAKE-WELDON
CAROLYN L. WILLIAMS
LUCILLE MORGAN WILSON
COLLEEN M.YARUSAVAGE
VIRGINIA M. YORK

DUES PAID?...In these busy times we often find it hard to remember details.  If your name is

on this list,  your PPS dues ARE PAID for the 2014-15 fiscal year.  If you do not see your name here,
we did not get your check before the SYLVAN went to press.  Renewal deadline is November 30, 2014.
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Hidden River Poets announce a Poetry Contest with The Block of Art
PRIZES of $100, $50 and $25 will be awarded for lst, 2nd, and 3rd Place

RULES

1.Submit up to 3 poems, any subject, single-spaced, 12 pt. font, each poem no longer than 2 pages, printed on white paper.
2.Poems, must be original, unpublished and never won a poetry contest. Honorable mention is OK.)

3.Submit two copies, one without identification, one with the following in the upper left corner: name, address, phone
number and email address (if available. Copies will not be returned.

4.All award winners agree to attend the opening ceremony of Block of Art, Friday, April 10, 2015, 6:00 p.m.at the

Schuylkill County Historical Society, 305 North Centre Street, Pottsville, PA 17901. Prize winning poems will be read
and prizes awarded.

5.There is an entry fee of $10 for 3 poems, this fee is waived for students through 12th grade.
DEADLINE for Entries: Must be postmarked no later than January 17, 2015.

Poems, along with cash, or check or money order (made out to Deborah Filanowski,) should be mailed to her at:
  44 East Pottsville Street, Pine Grove, PA 17963

 No postage due entries will be accepted.

Poems may be e-mailed to deborahfil@gmail.com followed by the entry fee prior to adjudication.
There will be an open mic event on Saturday, April 11,2015, at All Things Good,

209 West Market, Pottsville, PA 17901. (Time TBA)
Heather Thomas, former professor at Kutztown University and presently adjunct faculty at Cedar

Crest College will serve as the judge for this event. Dr. Thomas is the author of 6 books of
poetry, is included in numerous anthologies and has translated and published her poems into

Spanish, Lithuanian, Bosnian, and Albanian. Her essays have appeared in scholarly journals and
she has been recognized by the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, the Academy of American

Arts, the Gertrude Stein Awards in Innovative American Poetry. Heather was Berks County Poet Laureate 2008·2010.
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CHAPTER REPORTS.........

Cadence Crafters, reported by Susan Vernon for Janet Burgents has 11 members; 3 attended the Philadelphia Writers’

Conference in June. An annual Poetry Tea was held on 10/12/14 from 1:30 to 3:30 at Landsdowne Public Library and

featured speaker was poet Rosemany Cappello whose son Anthony accompanied her on classical guitar. They have been

working on Sestinas to submit to the Sylvan as well as poetry for entry in PPS 2014 contest. Last year they had 2 award

winners. Isobel Beaston is the Corresponding Secretary and Janet Burgents, President. They meet monthly at Prahba

Prahbu’s home, have lunch and share poetry. They sponsor the Marjorie Thompson Cheyney Award for the PPS poetry

contest.

Carlisle Poets’ Workshop: President Vernon read they have been busy and had 12 poems displayed on foam board at

the Carlisle Arts Learning Center alongside photography and art from those that inspired it.  The exhibit, “Inspirations”

hung from June 13 to July 19. CPW participated in Carlisle’s Harvest of the Arts on 9/20 and offered open mic to poets

at the Bosler Library. They have a monthly poetry challenge and have been taking turns presenting poetry and bio’s of

famous poets. The anthology is progressing and they continue to sponsor Categories 5 and 17 in the 2015 PPS Contest.

Keysner Poets: Linda Darkes reported that the Anthology is still a work in progress. The committee is Linda, Vicky Fake-

Weldon and Marilyn Downing. Mark Barton is the treasurer, taking over for Dick Lake who is moving out of the area.

Secretary is Marilyn VonderHeiden. They were hosts for our Fall conference and procured Erenitus Senior Professor Of

English, Terry Wallace as presenter.

Gettysburg Poetry Soc.: Connie Trump read for Imogene Hunt that the GPS still meets twice a month with the first

meeting for business and events and the second for reading and critique.

The group reads at venues in both Gettysburg and Emmitsburg, Md. They are about to kick off their annual Dana De

Simon poetry competition for youth and adults.  In November they will be selecting a new slate of officers. GPS is

sponsoring Category 4 in the Pegasus Contest, 2015 thanks to the Education Endowment Fund from PPS. They are

pleased to announce 5 members won awards in the 2014 PPS Poetry Contest: Imogene Hunt, Janet Lohr, Phil

McDonald, Sandi Polvinale and Connie Trump.


